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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
San Antonio, Texas, is the fastest growing city in the country, with a unique edu-
cational landscape on its hands: poor existing schools across 17 districts abound, 
while new schools are needed to meet the city’s growing population. The com-
bination of these factors has led to a rapid increase (from 2% to 8% of the mar-
ket) of charter school growth over the last seven years. That said, opportunities 
exist across the city, specifically within the 1604 loop. We set out to capture the 
landscape of San Antonio in order to better assess where current failing schools 
exist, with the goal of identifying areas for future growth – all while understand-
ing the cost of real estate in those areas. What follows is a zone-by-zone look 
of our community; one that underscores the need for more high-quality charter 
schools, but creating and finding opportunities that will ensure success regard-
less of the school model, facility needs, or ultimate growth plan. 

Whether a large CMO seeking the right piece of land for your next K-12, or a 
single-site operator looking to open a diverse-by-design middle school, this re-
port was crafted agnostically, seeking only to serve as a resource for operators 
to make informed decisions.

OUR GOAL
With this report, Building Hope seeks to provide information to charter school leaders, local stakeholders, and pol-
icymakers in San Antonio about the local public school landscape. Our goal is to support leaders and organizations 
in making informed decisions about where to open new schools, and how to ensure every student in San Antonio 
has the opportunity to attend their best school.

METHODOLOGY 
San Antonio, located in Bexar Coun-
ty in south-central Texas, is home to 
more than 350,000 elementary and 
secondary students. Its outermost 
major highway, 1604, captures and 
accounts for 77% of the children with-
in the county. As such, we created 8 
zones within this area to better un-
derstand and study the landscape. 
Within each zone, we studied its de-
mographics, the forecasted growth of 
school age students, and examined 
the current schools in each zone – 
using multiple sources to aggregate 
data about San Antonio on the whole 
and for each zone, specifically. We 
used ArcGIS as our geospatial anal-
ysis tool, and partnered with Colliers 
International to provide all data relat-
ed to facility and land costs.
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ZONE 2 The southern portion of this zone has a 
high-needs population that is currently being under-
served, in one of the most affordable areas for facili-
ties. In addition, its proximity to Zone 3 would allow 
for access a greater population of students, and for 
the right operator, potentially in partnership with the 
military base.

KEY INDICATORS OF EACH ZONE

RECOMMENDATIONS While each zone has its own unique potential, there are two that stand out:

For the full San Antonio 
Charter Landscape 

Report and access to 
an interactive map 

capturing the data in the 
report, please refer to 
charter.support/texas.

Prepared by Ampersand Education 
with the support of  

Building Hope and Colliers.

ZONE 4 In an area with the second largest raw 
number of students – and those of the highest need – 
in the city, this zone lacks enough high-quality schools, 
and high schools, in particular. Being adjacent to Zone 
8, currently home to the largest number of students 
and the cheapest land in the greater San Antonio 
region, make this a highly attractive part of town.
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CURRENT CHARTER LANDSCAPE 
The ten largest CMOs in the greater San Antonio area are spread out centrally, 
and to the north and west, and serve just under 20,000 students.




